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Highlights: 
Combining Sophistication, glamour and a boho-chic beach vibe discover Casa Vista Martinet 
unique features for an unforgettable holiday in Ibiza. 
Imagine waking up to a sunny morning in Ibiza. As you step out of you bedroom to the sun 
terrace the sea view takes your breath away. Enjoy a moment of blissfulness bathed in the 
morning light. Make your way to the shaded cabana by the pool with a book in hand and 
listen the melody of the crickets signing from the Mediterranean garden, a personal 
sanctuary to relax. After enjoying a homemade breakfast overlooking the glimmering 
Mediterranean our personal trainer is ready for your tailor made yoga and meditation class. 
Take a moment, enjoy your surroundings, the perfect time for a photoshoot on the sun 
loungers by the salted clear blue pool.  Experience a afternoon strolling through the streets, 
and amazing shopping stores of Ibiza old town located only 10 minutes away from the villa. 
Ending the day relaxing on the terrace with your loved one and admire the last ray of the sun 
behind the sea while our Chef prepares a specially curated menu using locally sourced 
products. Just another day at Casa Vista Martinet. 

Photoshoot:  by the pool, rooms relaxing atmosphere  Idealistic views from the balconies 
A Fresco diner party 
Yoga retreat and meditation – sound bath 



Group work outs in the garden 
Romantic gate away

About Casa Vista Martinet: 
The 5 en-suite bedroom Casa Vista Martinet is located in the private heights of Ibiza 
overlooking the glimmering Mediterranean with breath taking 180 degree views of 
Talamanca, Ibiza town all the way to the famous island of Formentera. Casa Vista Martinet 
offers 450sqm of spacious interior living space filled with natural light and 1500sqm of land 
with a magnificent salt water pool, a shaded lounge area and a Mediterranean garden perfect 
for relaxing or entertaining whilst enjoying the magnificent sunsets over the Mediterranean 
Sea . The villa is designed for short and long stays all year round.
Decorated with modern furnishings and recently renovated with all mod cons, it retains the 
traditional architectural identity of the location and embodies the rustic-chic charm with large 
windows and white facades.  Its warm ambiance and raw materials make this architectural 
gem the perfect home for family celebrations or gatherings with friends.

Location: 
Conveniently situated right at the top of Cap Martinet,  offering full privacy and breath taking 
sea views over the Mediterranean.  Only 5 minutes by car from the village of Jesus. The 
authentic small town offers a great choice of convenient shops such as a baker, butcher, 
bank, supermarket, restaurants, doctors, pharmacy, press, tabacco, etc. The villa is in a 
prime location- only 10 minutes to Ibiza town and in a 30min radius of the most iconic 
locations of the island. The Villa remains in a quiet and private area offering a relaxing 
holiday. 
 15min from the Airport
 13min Catel de Ibiza
 30min Es Vedra
 5min Pacha
 20min Blue Marlin 

Features:
The ultimate in refined comfort and sophisticated luxury, Casa Vista Martinet invites guests 
to escape to a one of kind delightful Mediterranean holiday which is among the most private 
villas in Ibiza. The villa features luminous and spacious bedrooms, the ultimate sun terrace 
with breath-taking sea views, large crystal clear slated water pool, shaded lounge by the 
pool, a fully equipped kitchen, and the latest stereo equipment for music lovers. 
 5 en-suite bedrooms 
 Outdoor pool
 Shaded lounge
 Sun terrace
 WIFI in all rooms
 Bang & Olufsen stereo system
 CCTV – completely walled 
 5 secured safes 

Services:
Enjoy a wonderful tailor-made experience at Casa Vista Martinet  from start to finish thanks 
to our dedicated team. From a gourmet menu prepared by a private chef, a bartender, 
personal trainer, or babysitter we are on hand to fully customise your experience 

Gallery:



For more picture please see the link to our drobox below:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6q10x7z5dgg0qxv/AAC1_snuErEPzE6rFaotESera?dl=0

Contact:
Booking contact – info@casavistamartinet.com
Media Inquiry- anna@casavistamartinet.com
Website- https://www.casavistamartinet.com
Social Media- casavistamartinet  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6q10x7z5dgg0qxv/AAC1_snuErEPzE6rFaotESera?dl=0

